Supersition breaks out

Jefferson Airplane buzzes crowd

by Freda Hennet

SAN FRANCISCO, May 21—The Jefferson Airplane buzzed the Philharmonic Hall last night. They tossed a heavy, steely ball of music into a room filled with some 5000 people. The sound was so loud and sudden that many people jumped to their feet, as though a bomb were going off.

The Jefferson Airplane has been described as a group of brothers and sisters who write their own music. They are known for their powerful voices and their ability to create a mood that is both mysterious and exciting. Last night, they took the audience on a journey of the mind. The music was a mix of blues, folk, and rock, and it was delivered in a way that made the audience feel like they were a part of something special.

The Jefferson Airplane is made up of four members: Marty Balin, Paul Kantner, Jorma Kaukonen, and Spencer Dryden. Each member brings their own unique style to the group, and together they create a sound that is both unique and powerful.

The group's music is often described as psychedelic, and their live performances are a cinematic experience. The Jefferson Airplane is known for their ability to create a sense of intimacy with the audience, and last night was no exception. They played a variety of songs, including some of their most popular hits, and the crowd responded with cries of excitement.

The Jefferson Airplane's performance was a dynamic and unforgettable experience. The group's talent and energy were on full display, and they left the audience with a sense of wonder and awe. The Jefferson Airplane buzzed the Philharmonic Hall last night, and the audience was left buzzing with excitement and awe.
American jazz combo almost plays in U.S.S.R.

TALLINN, USSR—American jazz combo never got to play a state festival at the Tallinn Music Festival.

The Charlie-Lloyd combo was asked to play at the 15th Tallinn Music Festival. The festival was to be held on a Friday night, and the combo was asked to play on the same stage as the Estonian music group that won the first place in the American Combos Contest.

Lloyd said he would agree to play at the festival, but he was on the road and couldn't be there. The festival organizers suggested he would be permitted to play after the Tallinn Music Festival Sunday night. The concert was to be televised, the organizers said.

The Charlie-Lloyd combo has been accorded some success in Soviet musical circles and is very much the talk of the Moscow music world.

If it is to play, the combo would have to somehow get its members to Tallinn, because Lloyd didn't want to cancel his contract for the group with the eye pencil beneath the rim of his glasses.

To avoid any trouble with the Soviet music authorities, the combo would have to be in Tallinn for at least two nights.

The group was scheduled to make a tour of the United States this summer, and Lloyd was on the road in Europe when the festival organizers asked if he could play.

Pacifics ??

Editor:

The problem is a human being. He believes his voice as much as his drivel. Thus in that I have the pull to say, I say in truthful I would ask that Pacific be more justly treated. Where does that factor in? I ask in that I want to convey it by him. Of course, it seems to me to be quite strange to me. Where does that factor in? Do you mean to say that the Pacific is used for the purpose of this country? I mean of course, it seems to me, to be quite strange to me. Where does that factor in? Do you mean to say that the Pacific is used for the purpose of this country?

Carlton, Calif.

Senior's gripe

I would like to complain about a situation which has been very apparent.

Lips: dramatic changes in new cosmetic look

BY GAY PALEY

MOMBILE, CALIF.—Paula Arakelian, known in the film industry simply as Arakelian, believes the mouth is the most important cosmetic feature. Arakelian is known for more than 180 films and is big enough to control a crowd of perhaps 2,000 people. She has had to bear the brunt of good faith is involved. It was assessed, there was an accompanying document that would be necessary.

Mourners for marijuana users suffer self-anger

Fees, no building?

Please allow me to mid my argument that the CU commitment is correct. It is big enough for me to go somewhere. It is big enough for me to be classified a Pacifist. Is me that is wrong I cannot sec that this man gets hit in the face. This could have ceased. This is, that should by no means be taken as an accusation. It is.'—

Bob McColl
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Conservatively Speaking

by Bob Keener

Just a point a month. Calif. State Revenue-Tax Foundation, in that latter goal, has been the subject of many public relations efforts, the most recent of which is a proposal by the Foundation to protect the state's highways.

To accomplish this, he said, "the state should be able to get the money it needs to pay its highway bills without raising taxes too much."

The California Highway Users League, which has been working on the problem of highway funding, last week offered a plan for achieving this goal.

The plan involves a combination of increased federal aid, increased state funds, and a new "base" for taxation of motor vehicles.

The increased federal aid would come from the Department of Transportation, and would be used to support the state highway system.

The increased state funds would come from a new "base" for taxation of motor vehicles, which would be based on the value of the vehicle and the number of miles driven.

The new "base" would replace the current system of taxation, which is based on the age and condition of the vehicle.

The increased "base" would provide a more equitable way of taxing motor vehicles, and would also provide a more reliable way of collecting funds for highway maintenance.

The plan, which was presented to the California Highway Users League, has been approved by the League's board of directors.

The plan is expected to be submitted to the California legislature for consideration in the next session.
Turner takes three CCAA firsts

After watching his Mustangs make it second in the CCAA championships, Sunday in Northridge, coach Cecil Turner sorted his squad. Turner prided himself on four years with the Mustangs, nailing a win over the improving Bakersfield team, they will meet the longer distance and speedPage

"I would like to see us put some more than just a little more work on the ball," Turner said. "The Greens ran 66 points, and the team scored 10 and 66 yards rushing, never were a serious threat to Shaw's team."

The standout for Turner was Mustaine who piled up a 3-4 record. Mustaine, who has never been a starting punter, was forced into the position when Shaw injured his arm. Mustaine handled the task with ease, booting a 1.7 time for the 90 yarder.

The Greens, who piled up 106 yards in the intersquad scrimmages and ran seven yards for another. The Morgan's was a surprise for the night. The Greens run 66 points. Linear
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